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PikStik Pro

 Yellow

 20”- SKU: PS-201

 26” - SKU: PS-261

 32” - SKU: PS-321

 48” - SKU: PS-488

PikStik Lite

 Orange

 20”- SKU: PS-204

 26” - SKU: PS-264

 32” - SKU: PS-324

 48” - SKU: PS-484

PikStik Industrial

 Yellow

 32”- SKU: PS-I-321  

            48” - SKU: PS-I-481 

•Lightweight design is essential for those 

with limited strength.

•No sharp edges or ways to pinch fingers 

means the product is usable by all, even kids.

•Whether at home, work, in the yard, or in 

water - this design will last and not rust.

•Free replacement within one year of pur-

chase, if damage is a result of normal wear 

and tear.

•Made Out of GE’s “Lexan” Material

•Jaws can be locked in any position from the 

handle without having to reach a cumbersome 

locking mechanism with your thumb. You no lon-

ger have to grip and then lock, just keep gripping 

for an automatic lock!

•Jaws rotate 360 degrees; reach and pick up ob-

jects from any angle.

•Dual hinged lever creates greater jaw gripping 

power without needing extra hand strength.

•Four finger rests make it easier and more comfort-

able to grip.

• Wide Jaw Opening: Pick up more varied and larger 

objects.

•Tips will never fall off, they are molded right onto 

the jaws.

•Unique dual vualt channel design adds unprec-

edented strength to shaft.

•Locking mechanism at the base of the handle gives 

you the leverage of your entire hand to lock the 

jaws, not just your thumb! This makes it easily us-

able by all (right or left handed), even those without 

a lot of strength in their hands.

32” SKU: PS-L320
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